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Taste of Home Casseroles contains 377 sensational dishes for families, potlucks, & parties.Â The

people who know comfort food best have created the ultimate collection of bubbling hot bakes with

more than 370 one-dish favorites ideal for today's family cook. Casserole, hot dish, meal-in-one...no

matter what you call it, these comforting sensations have been family favorites for years. With this

hearty collection, today's cooks can always find the perfect casserole, including:  Weekend

Breakfast Bake Cinnamon Raisin Strata Biscuit Pizza Bake Crunchy Turkey Casserole Mexican

Chicken Bake Mac 'n' Cheese with Ham Smoked Pork Chops with Sweet Potatoes Seafood 'n'

Shells Casserole Coconut Carrot Casserole Mostaccioli BakeWhether baking a bubbling sensation

on a busy weeknight, creating a heartwarming entree for a dinner party or planning a satisfying

contribution for a potluck event, the ideal one-dish specialty is always on hand with Taste of Home

Casseroles!
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I am not a cook. But I do eat and have to feed my family. Yes there are recipes online but I like to

have a book to leaf through, one with pictures to show how delicious the prepared dish looks. These

seem to be tried and true recipes submitted by ordinary people who can cook. I've had the book a

week now and have made three recipes. Each came out perfectly. They were easy with normal

ingredients. No diet recipes here folks, just good comfort food.



This is a great book for casseroles, every one has a great picture and a shared review of someone

who has found the particular recipe perfect for their family or a church supper or just the crowd

coming over after a football game. I especially like the fact the print is clear and easy to read. And

the hints and suggestions for making, making it easier.

Easy recipes for new cooks or seasoned cooks. Not sure what to prepare for dinner, Easy, just look

up main ingredient and there will be several recipes. I have shared book with several and I have

prepared several recipes and shared with neighbors. They love them all

You cannot beat Taste of Home recipes. I get their magazine and have purchased other cook books

of theirs. Winning recipes every time. This book has TONS of casseroles that I am so excited to

make. I have made several already, all have been delicious. This cook book has a wide variety of

casserole recipes - something for everyone!

Because casseroles just get better and better and reheat so well! These recipes are fantastic and

look really good when presented at table. It looks like a lot more work went into them than actually

did. And the ingredients are relatively healthy as opposed to fried foods and such. Another good

one for the bachelor kitchen as portions can be packed for lunches next day for work.

Okay, what I like about this book, when ya have those days when there's not a lot of time, your

drained, and don't feel like cooking from scratch. You pull this book, out & use items, you already

have in the panty. I dont think most people want to come home from work, cook dinner from scratch,

clean the house, take care of everything that needs to get done everyday. This is middle of the

rode, you can get most dishes done, in an hour. Just provide a nice healthy salad on side.

What can I say I'm addicted to these cookbooks! I own roughly 6 of the Taste of Home cookbooks

and love them all. The recipes always taste great and I never have to worry when making something

new if my family is going to like it (including my 2 year old daughter). The ingredients are simple and

typically things you can stalk up on for future recipes (like canned goods). There are a variety of

serving sizes throughout the recipes so it's easy to find something to feed a crowd or our family of

three. Keep up the great work Taste of Home!

I bought this and asked my 11 year old to find recipes he might like. Then I asked him to make a



grocery list. He was excited to try making some dishes on his own, and all four recipes he's tried so

far are keepers!
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